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STRATEGIC FOCUS

The Vodafone Foundation has been giving
globally since 1991. For over 25 years, we
have used our fundraising capability and
access to Vodafone networks, technology,
customers and employees to connect
communities with the tools they need to
make a difference. In New Zealand, we’ve
been working since 2002, and focused on
youth development since 2007.
Over that time, we’ve invested more than
$30 million in local communities.

All young
people

Young people
who are
excluded &
disadvantaged

We are dedicated to creating a thriving and prosperous
Aotearoa New Zealand, where all young people can live lives
they value. But according to Treasury New Zealand there are
210,000 children and young people who don’t have access to
the resources and opportunities they need to grow into the
great adults they want to be.
The Vodafone New Zealand Foundation is on a 10 year, $20
million journey to transform the lives of 210,000 young people.
We believe these levels of disadvantage are unacceptable.
That’s why, between 2017 and 2027, the Vodafone NZ
Foundation is committing our resources to these young
people, to help them defy statistics and grow up to lead lives
they value. We believe with the right attitude, information,
and partners Aotearoa New Zealand can halve the number of
children and young people who fall into high risk categories.
We have a vision of a future that’s as bright as kiwi kids are.

Wider
ecosystem

We’ll be concentrating our efforts on funding innovative
strategies, working with the most excluded and disadvantaged
and making the biggest impact. We’ll be partnering with
people who are willing to commit to a new programme of
work to significantly transform lives across the country. We’re
finding collaborative, holistic models of practice that work with
complexity, looking at multiple success factors, using a long
term lens, and we’ll be leveraging the power of Vodafone.
Leveraging the power of Vodafone will allow us to bring
unique resources to the table – our technology, our people,
our partners, our ability to influence and our ability to motivate
and galvanise a movement for change.
Forget the talk – now is the time for action. We’re committed:
ten years, 20 million dollars and a world of difference.

“We are committed to enhancing the
fantastic qualities young people
have. We do this by supporting
innovative youth-sector initiatives
and building close relationships
with our grant recipients. Together
we learn, share and grow to create
positive communities for kiwi youth.”
Antony Welton, Vodafone NZ Foundation Chair &
Vodafone HR Director
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BY THE NUMBERS

Total grant spend
At the Vodafone New Zealand
Foundation, we want to see all young
people in Aotearoa New Zealand
living lives they value.
That means making sure all young people have access
to the opportunities and resources they need to thrive,
which is why we’ve committed to halving the number of
excluded and disadvantaged young people in Aotearoa
New Zealand by 2027. We’re supporting innovation,
collaboration and disruption, and we’re leveraging the
power of Vodafone. This annual report covers the first,
transitional year of our new strategy.

$2,445,853

Collaboration & long-term funding
$606,075

Disruption
$92,650
Emergency response
$44,318
Proactive grants
$183,267
Innovation Fund
$1,257,468

Staff matching
$116,224

Small grants
$145,851

Total organisations funded
Total leveraged funds
$1,293,400
Total funds received
$2,728,852

34

Total funds committed
$2,825,583
Grant spend
$2,329,629
OPEX spend
$364,197

Lives touched directly
Organisations focused on
Rangatahi Māori

11

(32% )

113,207
Lives touched indirectly

1,286,004

OUR COMMUNITY PARTNERS

The Vodafone New Zealand Foundation supported 40 community organisations this year,
across a wide range of funding programmes. Here are a few of our highlights.

DISCRETIONARY FUND

COLLABORATION FUND

INNOVATION FUND

JustSpeak

Driving Change

MYRIVR

Our Discretionary Fund allows us to
approach and offer funding to community
groups we think are doing amazing things.
These grants allow community groups to
define their own projects, and are usually
for capacity building, or work that can be
difficult for these groups to find funding
support for.

Our collaboration fund is focussed on
solving complex issues by working with
partner organisations and placing those
with lived experience at the centre. These
are long-term projects that we believe will
have significant impacts on our rangatahi.

The Vodafone Foundation Innovation Fund
supports innovative work that aims to create
better outcomes for our most excluded
and disadvantaged youth. Many innovation
projects have a technology based element
and the ability to scale in the future.

The Driving Change initiative is in the early stages, and is a
cross-sector collaboration looking into the driver licensing
system in New Zealand, and how we can decrease barriers
for our most vulnerable young people through systems
change. The Todd Foundation, Mayor’s Taskforce for Jobs,
Philanthropy New Zealand and the J R McKenzie Trust are
some of our key collaborators on this project.

In 2018 the Foundation supported MYRIVR Trust
to engage with young people to explore the idea
of a potential ‘Youth Voices Portal’ to sit alongside
their successful MYRIVR app. MYRIVR is the largest
consolidated app packaged directory of social services
in New Zealand. The app enables national access to a
wide range of social services, allowing individuals to
make quick referrals and to provide feedback. During
consultation around the ‘Youth Voices Portal’ idea,
rangatahi raised digital exclusion issues around access
to devices. In early 2019 we partnered with MYRIVR
again on a project to pilot physical self-help kiosks
around Auckland. This project will enable those without
their own devices to access this portal and these vital
community services.

This year we supported JustSpeak in this capacity, which
helped them to continue their mahi of pushing for
transformational change in NZ’s justice system. JustSpeak
is a youth-led movement for transformative change in
criminal justice towards a fair, just and compassionate
Aotearoa. Our funding helped support: briefing a Law and
Order caucus on evidence based youth justice policy; two
regional ‘kai and korero’ events to help people have values
based conversations about the justice system; the launch
of a high school workshop pilot project; ongoing research
into discrimination against Māori in the justice system; a
campaign to reinstate voting rights for prisoners and many
more amazing projects.

A driver licence is often a requirement for jobs that don’t
even include driving. For many young people this is their
only valid form of photo id, and their first qualification.
Rural young people are being particularly hard hit by
the financial barrier of both the licensing process and
the distance they need to travel to sit a license, usually
on more than one occasion. Additionally, statistics are
showing that there are growing numbers of young people
driving without licenses, being ticketed by the Police, and
in some cases incarcerated due to an inability to pay their
fine. A driver’s licence in Aotearoa serves as much more
than a licence to drive.
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PROFILE

CHANGE ACCELERATOR

Davina Smolders
Mid North Family Support
Mid North Family Support is an independent charitable agency that
provides free counselling to tamariki, rangatahi and adults who have
experienced sexual harm, family violence or significant trauma.
Davina Smolders is the Chair and Manager and was a participant in the
2018 Vodafone Foundation Change Accelerator.
The Change Accelerator is a five-week programme based
at Innov8 Christchurch, that uses the technical skills
and expertise of volunteers from Vodafone and the Dev
Academy aims to support community organisations to
take a technology-based idea from concept to creation.
“We see too many rangatahi that have been traumatised
by sexual abuse and family harm, and we want to not only
address change through individual counselling, but also
at a systemic community level. We want to be innovative
and culturally relevant in our approach. The desire to
be involved in an intensive programme that assists with
meaningful online interventons for sexual harm and family
violence was the driver for our application for the Vodafone
NZ Foundation Change Accelerator programme.”
The Change Accelerator programme provided Mid
North Family Support with the opportunity to develop
a prototype for a Family Harm “Keeping Safe” App for
Rangatahi – named Kia Wehikore. The Change Accelerator
provided expertise, structure, and specialist knowledge
to enable Davina and her team to develop a relevant,
culturally responsive, rangatahi-centric app to combat
family harm in our communities.

Mid North Family Support gained a vast array of learning
opportunties from the Change Accelerator programme,
and developed Kia Wehikore. The app has now been
taken on by the Ministry of Health and Le Va, who are
continuing to develop and scale the project, to ensure it
reaches those that need it Nationwide. Both the Vodafone
Foundation team and the whānau at Mid North Family
Support are humbled by this ‘best possible outcome’,
as the app is in the hands of a well-funded national
organisation who will extend the reach of Kia Wehikore
and make it fly!
“The Rangatahi who have experienced family harm are the
true recipients of the Change Accelerator’s Kia Wehikore
App. The Change Accelerator was a wonderful programme,
that significantly contributed to improving the lives of
young people in Aotearoa and for that we are grateful.”

“We see too many rangatahi
that have been traumatised
by sexual abuse and family harm.”
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LEVERAGING THE POWER OF VODAFONE

Christmas Fundraiser

Internships

Manaaki Support

Last Christmas they gave us their donations
and the very next day we provided hot
meals to the homeless and took young
people in care to the movies.

2018 was the second year we ran our 12
week, wrap-around internship programme for
formerly homeless young people.

The Manaaki Support Network is a group of
volunteers from all parts of the business –
from retail frontline, to heads of department
– who are given training and ongoing
support to respond appropriately to staff
disclosing a range of social issues, including
family violence, sexual violence, bullying
and harassment.

For many of the rangatahi supported by our community partners,
the festive period can be a particularly difficult time of year. In
December 2018 we ran a fundraising campaign to provide hot
meals and a day at the movies in the aim of making this time a
little easier.
Donors could choose to donate hot meals to the homeless,
including those young people living without shelter or in
temporary accommodation, through Lifewise. Alternatively they
could choose for their donations to provide young people in care
the opportunity to go to the movies with a friend, caregiver or
sibling thanks to VOYCE Whakarongo Mai.
For some of the young people in our care system, this would
have been their first experience of the movies and for some, their
first experience of an outing of any kind. The campaign managed
to raise more than $23k across both organisations providing
approximately 1,000 hot meals, 850 double movie passes and a
whole lot of festive cheer!

The interns received wrap-around support from buddies,
mentors, line managers, social workers, HR Youth Development
Manager and the Foundation Engagement Lead; and received
tailored learning sessions around Microsoft tools, time
management and how to look for employment and approach
interviews. The interns defined their time at Vodafone as a ‘life
changing experience’ and for four out of the five young people
this was a stepping stone to transition into other employment or
studies. And we’d like to share with you the story from one of our
most recent alumni interns, Celeste Howell.
Last December, Celeste was awarded the William Wallace Oranga
Tamariki Passion Award by Prime Minister Jacinda Ardern. This
is an award that honours outstanding young people in out-ofhome care, many of whom have overcome significant barriers
and gone on to great achievements. During her internship with
our Vodafone Technology team, Celeste developed a huge
interest in becoming a data scientist and this scholarship will now
support her studies and help her achieve her dream.

Our Manaaki Support volunteers are given the skills required
to listen, support and connect staff members to appropriate
services, and can help Vodafone staff access additional leave,
professional support and expert community organisations.
Within two weeks of the network launching, we had significant
engagement from across the business, with staff disclosing and
receiving support for a wide range of issues. Six months later, we
continue to see a steady stream of people access the Manaaki
Support Network – some in a moment of crisis, and some just
looking for advice and information.
Not only does the Manaaki Support Network provide our
people with access to warm, generous and safe support – it also
demonstrates an organizational commitment to caring for one
another, acting with kindness and generosity, and reducing the
stigma that exists around family violence. We are proud of the
work the Manaaki Support Network does and we will continue to
grow and develop our pool of skilled volunteers.
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PROFILE

HACKATHONS

Michelle Lumsden
Senior Brand Lead
Michelle gained her marketing acumen working in Melbourne, London
and Amsterdam over 10 years in the telecommunications and IT
industry. In 2010 she returned to New Zealand with a young family,
and joined the Vodafone Whānau as a Senior Brand Lead. Michelle is
passionate about creating simple and effective communication that
connects with the target audience and tells the important stories.
This year, Michelle took advantage of Vodafone’s
impressive ‘Hands Up’ programme – a programme run
in partnership with the Vodafone Foundation that allows
staff members to take up to two weeks of paid volunteer
leave, to use their skills to contribute to community
organisations. Michelle chose to use her Hands Up to
volunteer as a ‘Hacker’ for the Foundation and help us
solve a problem for one of our community partners.
Michelle was working with Lifewise, one of our long-term
community partners, to develop a marketing and media
strategy to help them communicate with young people
who are sleeping rough, or at risk of homelessness, to
ensure those young people know where to go and how
to access support. She helped to create a campaign
focused on the message, and on de-stigmatising
homeless rangatahi.
“At Vodafone we have a powerhouse of passionate
people, resources, knowledge and no how. To be able
to take advantage of the best of Vodafone and use it
for a cause greater than ourselves and our industry was
deeply satisfying. To work for an organisation that actively

supports taking numerous people out of the business
and away from their day to day to help solve a real life
problems for our foundation partners speaks volumes
about what type of company Vodafone is. I have always
been proud to work for Vodafone, but after the Hackathon
I am even more proud to be part of the Vodafone Whānau.
I personally found it immensely fulfilling to be involved
in a very small way to help reduce Youth Homelessness
in New Zealand. I am extremely grateful to be given the
opportunity to personally stretch myself as a marketer
and develop a brand strategy for a sector that was
foreign to me. I was beyond proud how the Vodafone
Brand team pulled together and delivered real tangible
communications and collateral that will make a real
difference to Lifewise.
I went away from the experience with a deep respect for
the staff at Lifewise, the job they do is totally selfless,
they have a passion so deep for our rangatahi that have
faced hardship and I am so eternally grateful for the work
they do.”

“Being part of the hackathon
is one of the best things I
have done during my 8 year
tenure at Vodafone.”
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OUR PEOPLE | THE FOUNDATION

MANAGEMENT TEAM

Lani Evans

Helen Anderson

Head of Foundation and Sustainability ( on parental leave )

GRANTS LEAD

Cristina Serrano Rueda
Engagement Lead (on parental leave)

Annie Lydon
Engagement Lead (covering parental leave)

Linn Araboglos
Manager Foundation (covering parental leave)

Joy Woollett
Foundation Administrator

Diversity
83% women
33% Māori

BOARD AND TEAM

Helen grew up in Whangarei and now lives in
Wellington. She has degrees in Film, Psychology, and
Criminology, and developed a passion for supporting
the community sector while studying.
Helen’s passion led her to work for JustSpeak, the Diana Unwin Chair in Restorative
Justice, Inspiring Stories, and the J R McKenzie Trust. In 2013 Helen co-founded Film
for Change Aotearoa, a volunteer collective who believe in filmmaking for a fairer
world. She currently holds governance positions at Film for Change Aotearoa and
the Frozen Funds Charitable Trust, and in 2019 was a finalist for the Philanthropy
New Zealand Emerging Leader in Philanthropy award.
In 2018 Helen joined the Foundation team as our Grants Lead. Her role is to design
and manage the contestable grants process, from enquiries to checking in with
our community partners. She also leads some projects for the team, including one
focused on systems change in Driver Licensing.
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OUR PEOPLE | THE FOUNDATION

BOARD OF DIRECTORS

Antony Welton

Jennifer Gill

Chair

TRUSTEE

Mānuka Hēnare

Hinurewa Poutu

Juliet Jones

Jennifer Gill has been involved in philanthropy in New
Zealand for over three decades.
After working in the not-for-profit sector in Auckland and Wellington she was invited
by Sir Roy McKenzie to work with him on the development of his personal foundation.

Katie Williams

Kirstin Te Wao

Since then Jennifer has served as a Trustee and chair of the J R McKenzie Trust
and the Nikau Foundation and has been a Trustee of three family grant making
foundations. She was a founding board member of both Philanthropy New
Zealand and Generosity New Zealand and continues to play a leading role in the
development of the sector.
Jenny was the CEO of Foundation North from 2004 to 2019. In this role she led the
foundation on a journey into innovative and adventurous philanthropic giving.
In 2017 she was named as an Officer of the New Zealand Order of Merit and was
the inaugural winner of the Philanthropy New Zealand Perpetual Guardian Lifetime
Achievement in Philanthropy Award.

Click here to see our Financial Statements and
Other Information via Charities Services

web foundation.vodafone.co.nz
email vodafonenzfoundation@vodafone.com

instagram vodafonenzfoundation
Facebook VodafoneNZFoundation

